Defects in Ge and Si caused by 1 MeV Si+ implantation*
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Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy was used to study defect formation and evolution
in the !001" Ge and Si wafers implanted with 1 MeV Si+ and 40 keV Si+ at a dose of 1
! 1014 cm−2. As expected, upon annealing, the #311$ extended defects form and subsequently
dissolve at the projected range for nonamorphizing implants into Si. However, in Ge, no #311$
defect formation is observed for this nonamorphizing implant after annealing at temperatures
between 350 and 850 ° C. Instead, for the MeV implant, small dotlike defects are observed in Ge,
which dissolve upon annealing between 650 and 750 ° C for 10 min. © 2008 American Vacuum
Society. %DOI: 10.1116/1.2834557&

I. INTRODUCTION
There is interest in replacing the channel material of transistors with germanium !Ge" instead of silicon !Si" because
of its significantly higher carrier mobilities.1 Recent advances in the use of high-k dielectrics have assisted in this
regard by reducing the need for a stable Ge-based gate oxide.
Additionally, SiGe alloys are being used in the current generation of devices to induce strain in the transistor channel to
increase mobility.2 Ion implantation remains the preferred
method of introducing dopants into the extension region of
transistors next to the gate, and is being used in current
transistors.3 However, relatively little knowledge of the formation and evolution of ion-implantation related defects in
Ge exists. Early studies of electron4,5 or light ion %hydrogen
!H+" and helium !He+"&6–8 implants into Ge reported #311$
defect formation. As recently as 2005, Akatsu et al. reported
observing #311$ defects in bulk Ge implanted with He+; however, the #311$ defect has not been reported in Ge for any ion
species heavier than He+. Recent studies of amorphizing implants into Ge have not reported any rodlike extended defects
for low energy implants.9 To summarize, extended defects
have been reported for light ion and electron irradiation but
have not been seen for low energy implants using typical
dopant atoms. It is well known that in Si, extended defect
formation occurs for a wide range of implant and annealing
conditions.10 Recent studies in SiGe alloys suggest that
above 25% Ge, no #311$ defects are observed, though only
*
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alloys were studied.11 Hence, the purpose of this study is to
understand extended defect formation and evolution in bulk
Ge after nonamorphizing Si+ implantation.

II. EXPERIMENT
Undoped !001" Czochralski-grown high-purity Ge wafers
and undoped !001" Czochralski-grown Si wafers were Si+
implanted at 1 MeV and 40 keV with doses of 1
! 1014 cm−2. Samples were held at 30 ° C during implantation and tilted 7° relative to the incident ions to avoid ion
channeling. In Si, this implant regime is known to produce
large, easily visible #311$ extended defects after annealing.10
The 1 MeV Si+ implanted wafers were capped with 1000 Å
of silicon dioxide !SiO2" via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition at 300 ° C for 3 min to prevent possible oxidation during furnace annealing. Subsequent annealing was
conducted in a Lindberg tube furnace for 10 min in a flowing
nitrogen !N2" environment at temperatures ranging from
350 to 850 ° C for Ge, and from 650 to 950 ° C for Si. This
broad range of temperature for Ge encompasses those below
the amorphous regrowth temperature of 400 ° C !Ref. 12"
and near the melting point of 938 ° C.13 A FEI focused-ion
beam !FIB" and ex situ lift-out system was used to prepare
the Si and Ge cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy !XTEM" samples, while traditional polishing methods
and etch chemistry appropriate to each material was used to
prepare plan-view TEM !PTEM" samples.14 Transmission
electron microscopy analysis was performed on a JEOL
200CX microscope using g220 weak-beam dark-field
!WBDF" imaging conditions and a JEOL 2010 using on-axis
bright-field !BF" imaging conditions for high-resolution
imaging.
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FIG. 1. WBDF XTEM images of !a" dotlike defects in Ge implanted with 1 MeV 1 ! 1014 Si+ cm−2 following annealing at 450 ° C !50% TMP
and !b" #311$ defects in Si with the same implantation following annealing at 850 ° C !60% TMP Si" for 10 min.

III. RESULTS
+

Upon Si implantation at 1 MeV without annealing,
WBDF XTEM imaging revealed small dotlike defects in the
1 MeV implanted Ge extending from the surface to 1.1 "m
below the surface. In Si, however, no discernable defects
were observed prior to annealing. Upon annealing, Ge defects and Si defects display radically different morphology,
as seen on the same scale using WBDF PTEM imaging conditions. In Ge, defects appear as dotlike defects after annealing at 450 ° C, which is 50% of the melting point !TMP" for
Ge, for 10 min as presented in Fig. 1!a". These defects are
too small to produce a clear phase contrast image when imaged using high-resolution TEM conditions. The defects are
an average size of approximately 12 nm in diameter over all
annealing conditions. However, the defects in Si appear as
rodlike defects, elongated along the '110( directions, and
were at their coarsest after annealing for 10 min at 850 ° C
!60% TMPSi" as shown in Fig. 1!b". These rodlike defects are
commonly referred to as #311$ defects as these defects have
#311$-type habit planes.11
Microstructural evolution for the 1 MeV Si+ implantation
into Ge and Si is shown in Fig. 2 on the same scale. The
projected range !R P" of the damage in Ge is predicted to be
0.91 "m below the surface, while the damage peak !RD"
should occur at 0.72 "m, according to simulations.15 This is
in good agreement with TEM analysis, as the density of defects was greatest between RD and R P. The simulation also
agrees with the experiment for the implant into Si, with a R P
and RD of )1.19 and 1.04 "m, respectively.
In Ge, the dotlike defects which appear immediately after
implantation are shown after a 350 ° C annealing for 10 min
in Fig. 2!a". The defects decrease in density after the 450 and
550 ° C annealing for 10 min, and remain until finally dissolving at temperatures between 650 and 750 ° C, as shown
in Figs. 2!b"–2!d". The defects decrease in density but their
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 26, No. 1, Jan/Feb 2008
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Ge"

for 10 min

average diameter remains at approximately 12 nm. However,
in Si, after annealing for 10 min at 750 ° C, extremely small
rodlike defects begin to appear in densities right at the limit
of detection, but are visible in the micrograph presented in
Fig. 2!e". After 10 min at 800 ° C, the defects have reduced
in number but increased in size as shown in Fig. 2!f". This
trend continues at 850 ° C, where the defects have grown
into large easily visible #311$ extrinsic defects, averaging
170 nm in size with some as large as 300 nm, as evident by
the micrograph in Fig. 2!g". Presented in Fig. 2!h", the defects have dissolved after 10 min at 950 ° C.
For the lower energy !40 keV" implants, neither Si nor Ge
show any defects after initial implantation using WBDF Xand P-TEM methods. Upon annealing, Si forms the characteristic #311$ defects, visible both in XTEM and PTEM using
WBDF diffraction conditions, as shown in Figs. 3!a" and
3!b", respectively. The majority of the defects lie in the region between RD !approximately 36 nm" and R P !approximately 68 nm", though some defects extend to the end of
range of the implant, as observed in Fig. 3!a". In contrast, the
Ge implanted with Si+ at 40 keV show no defects in WBDF
XTEM for any annealing temperature. In PTEM, for some
annealing temperatures !450 and 550 ° C", dotlike defects are
visible; however, the fact that defects are observed in the
PTEM and not in the XTEM micrographs, coupled with the
lack of defects at other anneal temperatures, may indicate
that these dotlike defects seen in the Si+ implanted Ge
samples at 40 keV are artifacts of the PTEM sample preparation process.
IV. DISCUSSION
Si defects have been well documented to follow a specific
process. Theoretical submicroscopic interstitial clusters
evolve into small #311$ defects, and with increasing thermal
budgets, larger defects grow at the expense of smaller
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FIG. 2. WBDF XTEM images taken at g220 diffraction conditions of !001" oriented Ge implanted with 1 MeV 1 ! 1014 Si+ cm−2 for the following annealing
conditions, 10 min at !a" 350 ° C, !b" 450 ° C, !c" 650 ° C, !d" 750 ° C, and of !001" oriented Si after 10 min at !e" 750 ° C, !f" 800 ° C, !g" 850 ° C, and !h"
950 ° C.

defects.10 In low Si+ implantation dose regimes, such as 1
! 1014 cm−2, and with a high enough thermal budget, the
large defects become unstable and dissolve.16 However, the
evolution of the defect in Ge, under this same implant energy
and dose regime, is quite different, as shown in Fig. 4.
Though the density of the defects declines with annealing
temperature %Fig. 4!a"&, the size of the defects stays constant,
in sharp contrast to the increasing size of the defects in Si
%Fig. 4!b"&.
A. Defect density analysis

Plan-view quantification of the Si+ implantation at 1 MeV
is not possible because the defects are deeper than the Ge
extinction distance for TEM analysis. However, defect count
analysis is possible in the XTEM samples because these

samples were prepared using a standard automatic FIB process, so all samples are approximately the same thickness,
about 100 nm. The density of defects can be derived from
these XTEM images by the following method: each sample
was made using the same automated XTEM procedure on a
dual beam FEI focused-ion beam instrument, which resulted
in samples uniformly thick, approximately 100 nm. Images
of defects were then taken at various magnifications, always
using the WBDF g220 imaging condition. Grids of 0.2
! 0.2 "m4 were superimposed on the Ge images, from the
surface to 1.5 "m below the surface, 0.4 "m past where
defects were visible. Two different scientists independently
counted the defects, and then the defect counts were averaged, with no significant discrepancy between the two scientists. The average between all data sample columns through

FIG. 3. WBDF images taken at g220 diffraction conditions of !001" oriented Si implanted with 40 keV 1
! 1014 Si+ cm−2 annealed at 750 ° C !53% TMP Si" for
10 min: !a" XTEM and !b" PTEM.
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FIG. 5. Plot of the logarithm of # vs 1 / kT for 1 MeV Si+ implantation into
Ge after 10 min of annealing. The value of Ea is approximately
0.2$ 0.1 eV.

10– 15 nm %Fig. 4!b"& throughout the microstructural evolution. The Ge defects after 10 min at 450 ° C may be small
loops. However, either the small size or the off-axis habit
plane prevented obvious identification using on-axis highresolution phase contrast imaging. No #311$ defects were observed in the high-resolution images.

FIG. 4. Microstructure evolution of Ge and Si after annealing for 10 min at
various temperatures: !a" defect density vs temperature and !b" average defect size vs temperature. The TEM detection limit in !a" is approximately
1010 cm−3.

the material were converted to cm3 for plotting !for Ge, a
column consisted of a 0.2! 0.1 "m2 area from the surface
extending down into the sample, while for Si, a column consisted of 0.5! 0.1 "m2 to accommodate for the accurate
counting of larger defects". Defect sizes were measured at
two different magnifications. Using this method, the resolution limit for the detection of small defects !10 nm in diameter" is approximately 1010 defects/ cm3. Ge defect counts
after annealing of 750 and 850 ° C for 10 min are right at this
detection limit, while Si defects after annealing of 650 and
950 ° C were below this resolution !no defects were observed".
Using the above method, defect densities in both Ge and
Si were determined. In Ge, after annealing at 350 ° C for
10 min %Fig. 2!a"&, 2 ! 1012 defects cm−3 were observed. At
450 ° C %Fig. 2!b"&, the density of defects declined to approximately 5 ! 1011 defects cm−3, and then leveled off at
approximately 2 ! 1011 defects cm−3 after annealing of 550
and 650 ° C %Fig. 2!c"&. Defects in Ge dissolved completely
at 750 ° C %Fig. 2!d"& and 850 ° C, and the defect counts in
these images were right at the detection limit of this method.
This is graphically represented in Fig. 4!a". Interestingly, the
average size of the defect remains the same, approximately
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 26, No. 1, Jan/Feb 2008

B. Defect dissolution rate

Assuming an Arrhenius relationship between temperature
and the dissolution rate of the Ge defects, an activation energy and time constant were derived. Beginning with the
following two formulas, where D is the dissolution rate of
the dotlike defects and is a function of time and temperature,
D0 is the number of defects at time zero, t is time, and # is
the time constant.
D!t,T" = D0e−t/# .

!1"

# is more explicitly defined as
# = #0eEa/kT ,

!2"

where #0 is the time constant at time zero, Ea is the activation
energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature:
From the defect analysis, the number of defects after implantation, but before annealing was approximately 1.18
! 1012 cm−2. However, this makes the activation energy calculation difficult, as the first value after annealing is 1.92
! 1012 defects/ cm2, larger than the initial count. For the sake
of calculation, D0 is estimated to be slightly larger than the
350 ° C quantity. Interesting, the increase, and then decrease,
in visible defects between the as-implanted state and subsequent annealing may indicate that more than one mechanism
is contributing to the defect evolution. Thus, # at a given
temperature may be estimated using Eq. !1". The value of Ea
is obtained by plotting the logarithm of tau versus 1 / kT and
determining the slope, as presented in Fig. 5. Doing this, Ea
is approximately 0.2$ 0.1 eV.
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C. Defect location analysis

Defect location within each material differs between Ge
and Si. In the 1 MeV Si+ implant into Ge, defects are seen
immediately after implantation and stretch from the surface
to the predicted R P of approximately 0.91 "m. Defects in the
same implant into Si are not seen until after annealing for
10 min at 750 ° C, and are concentrated around and below
the predicted R P of )1.19 "m. In Ge, the defect density
peaks at depths shallower than the projected range, whereas
in Si, the majority of defects resides below the projected
range. Additionally, defects in Ge seem to dissolve more rapidly near the surface, whereas in Si, the ripening process of
each defect is not affected by its proximity to the surface, as
shown in Fig. 3. This phenomenon may be due to a difference in the stability of the vacancy population in the nearsurface region of Ge versus Si.17 This hypothesis gains merit
in light of a recent report that in SiGe, MeV implants into
30 at. % Ge concentration SiGe alloys showed near-surface
vacancy nanocavities, confirmed by positron analysis.18
Crosby et al. also noted differences in defect formation for
increasing concentrations in SiGe alloys. The experiment
used SiGe, with 0, 2, 5, 25, 35, and 50 at. % Ge, with Si+
implantation at 40 keV, with a dose of 1 ! 1014 Si+ / cm2 and
annealed at 750 ° C for various times. They noted the #311$
defect formation, similar to Fig. 4!b" for low concentrations
of Ge. At 25% Ge and subsequent higher concentrations, no
#311$ defects were observed, but instead, dislocation loops
formed immediately. No XTEM analyses were reported in
the previous study to compare to the current results. The
results of this study agree with the presented trend of Crosby
et al. as no #311$ defects were visible in 40 keV Si+ implanted pure Ge. Future work focusing on the defect formation in lower energy implants into pure Ge is necessary to
confirm the lack of defects shown in this study.
Ge does not display the characteristic behavior of Si for
nonamorphizing implants. Although the #311$ defects were
reported for H+ implantation in Ge !Ref. 7" and for other
electron or light ion implants,4,6 no #311$ defects, platelets,
or any type of planar defects were observed for heavier ion
implants. This is consistent with the observations of Crosby
et al. of decreasing density of #311$ defects in SiGe alloys
with increasing Ge content.11 Crosby et al. suggested that the
bond strength13 differences between Si and Ge may cause the
#311$ defect to become thermodynamically unfavorable at
high Ge content. Unlike Si, the location of the defects in Ge
is closer to the surface implying some of the defects may be
intrinsic. In addition, the size distribution of the defects in
Ge remains relatively constant throughout the annealing process. These results suggest that the #311$ defect formation
may be unique to Si.
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V. CONCLUSION
Cross-sectional TEM was used to study the defect formation and evolution after Si+ implants in the !001" Ge and Si
wafers. As expected, upon annealing, the #311$ extended defects form and subsequently dissolve at the projected range
for nonamorphizing implants into Si. In Ge, no #311$ defect
formation is observed for this nonamorphizing implant after
annealing at temperatures between 350 and 850 ° C. Instead,
for the high energy !1 MeV" implant, small dotlike defects
are observed in Ge, which dissolve upon annealing between
650 and 750 ° C for 10 min. No defects are observed for the
lower energy !40 keV" implant in Ge.
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